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The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

1. Selecting the right answer, answer any ten questions of the following : 1×10

(a) Which one is the Lok yata philosophy?
(i) Buddha (ii) Jaina (iii) C rv ka (iv) M m s .

(b) The ultimate goal of human life according to the C rv ka is
(i) Dharma (ii) Artha (iii) K ma (iv) Mok a.

(c) The founder of the C rv ka philosophy is
(i) Ka d (ii) Gautama Buddha (iii) Pata jali (iv) B haspati.
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(d) According to the Jainas anastik ya substance is
(i) J va (ii) Aj va (iii) K la (iv) innate atom.

(e) jaina philosophers are
(i) Theist (ii) Atheist (iii) Brahmav din (iv) Materialist .

(f) Yog c ra philosophers are
(i) Realist (ii) Idealist

(iii) V hyapratyak av d (iv) V hyaanumeyav d .

(g) Momentariness is introduced by
(i) Nag rjuna (ii) Ratnak rti (iii) Vasubandhu (iv) Asanga.

(h) Savikalpaka perception is known by
(i) Pratyak a (ii) Anum na (iii) Upam na (iv) abda.

(i) In the visual perception of the colour of the cloth, the sannikar a involved is
(i) Samav ya (ii) Sa yoga

(iii) Sa yukta-samav ya (iv) Samaveta-samav ya.

(j) ‘Pak adharmat ’ in Ny ya philosophy is
(i) the relation of s dhya in pak a (ii) the relation of hetu in pak a

(iii) the relation between hetu and s dhya (iv) None of the these.

(k) Vai e ika philosophy is
(i) Pram a dominant (ii) Prameya dominant

(iii) Pram t  dominant (iv) Pramiti dominant.

(l) The number of Para s m nya is
(i) one (ii) two (iii) three (iv) four.

2. Answer any five questions of the following : 5×5

(a) Why the relation of vy pti is not accepted by the C rv kas? Give arguments.

(b) Explain and examine C rv ka deh tmav da.

(c) What is meant by ‘Triratna’ in Jaina philosophy?

(d) Explain Buddha theory of the Law of Karma.

(e) Discuss in brief six ordinary operative relations accepted in Ny ya philosophy.

(f) Explain the definition of ‘Par mar a’ following Ny ya.

(g) Discuss with examples the different types of abh va accepted in Vai e ika philosophy.

(h) How many types of substance are admitted in Vai e ika philosophy? What are these? Briefly discuss
the nature of each substance.
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Answer any two questions of the following.

3. Is Jaina Sy dv da a type of scepticism? Give arguments in favour of your answer. 10+5

4. Explain and examine the Buddhist theory of self. 10+5

5. Define Vy pti. Explain after Ny ya, how vy pti is known. 5+10

6. Discuss in detail, the nature of samav ya, accepted in Vai e ika philosophy. Indicate the distinction
between Samav ya and Sa yoga. 10+5


